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Chapter 1 - CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MICROORGANISMS  

AND MICROBIAL GROWTH 
 

1.1 INTRODUCTION OF MICROORGANISMS 
 Microorganisms are defined as those organisms and acellular biological entities too small to be seen 

clearly by the unaided eye. 
 They are generally 1 millimeter or less in diameter. Although small size is an important characteristic 

of microbes, it alone is not sufficient to define them. 
 Some cellular microbes, such as bread molds and filamentous photosynthetic microbes, are actually 

visible without microscopes. These macroscopic microbes are often colonial, consisting of small 
aggregations of cells. Some macroscopic microorganisms are multicellular.  

 Microorganisms are minute, commonly single-celled organisms proficient enough of prompt 
reproduction under appropriate conditions for growth.  

 Those microorganisms that have vital role in the food industry comprise of bacteria, viruses, yeasts, 
moulds, and protozoans.  

 Among living organisms, microorganisms are characterized by rapid proliferation rate, and are 
capable of rapidly converting substances. (The volume of oxygen consumed by microorganisms is 
millions of times that required by humans, on a per-unit-weight basis.).   

 Most of them are supportive and aid valuable tasks like making breads to rise, fermenting sugars 
present in food to alcohol, supporting in the making of cheese from milk and milk products, and rotting 
organic matter to replace nutrients of the soil.   

 Some microorganisms can also result in spoilage of food and turn them inedible. Spoilage causing 
organisms cost the loss of millions of dollars to the food industry each year. 

 Microorganisms can also be dangerous. These are termed as pathogens. These living forms, are so 
tiny in size that even if 25,000 of them would be positioned end to end, they would not cover more 
than an inch.  

 Many microbes are also responsible for numerous beneficial processes such as industrial fermentation 
(e.g. the production of alcohol, vinegar and dairy products), antibiotic production and act as molecular 
vehicles to transfer DNA to complex organisms such as plants and animals.  

 Bacteria can be used for the industrial production of amino acids. Corynebacterium glutamicum is one 
of the most important bacterial species with an annual production of more than two million tons of 
amino acids, mainly L-glutamate and L-lysine. 

 

 

                                                               Fermenting tanks with yeast being used to brew beer 

 A variety of biopolymers, such as polysaccharides, polyesters, and polyamides, are produced by 
microorganisms. Microorganisms are used for the biotechnological production of biopolymers with 
tailored properties suitable for high-value medical application such as tissue engineering and drug 
delivery. Microorganisms are for example used for the biosynthesis of hyaluronic acid, organic acids, 
oligosaccharides polysaccharide.  

 Microorganisms are beneficial for microbial biodegradation or bioremediation of domestic, 
agricultural and industrial wastes and subsurface pollution in soils, sediments and marine 
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environments. The ability of each microorganism to degrade toxic waste depends on the nature of 
each contaminant. Since sites typically have multiple pollutant types, the most effective approach to 
microbial biodegradation is to use a mixture of bacterial and fungal species and strains, each specific 
to the biodegradation of one or more types of contaminants. 

 Symbiotic microbial communities confer benefits to their human and animal hosts health including 
aiding digestion, producing beneficial vitamins and amino acids, and suppressing pathogenic 
microbes. Some benefit may be conferred by eating fermented foods, probiotics (bacteria potentially 
beneficial to the digestive system) or prebiotics (substances consumed to promote the growth of 
probiotic microorganisms).  

 Research has suggested that microorganisms could be useful in the treatment of cancer. Various strains 
of non-pathogenic clostridia can infiltrate and replicate within solid tumors. Clostridial vectors can be 
safely administered and their potential to deliver therapeutic proteins has been demonstrated in a 
variety of preclinical 

 
1.2)  HISTORY 
  

 Antony van Leeuwenhoek: 
 

Antony van Leeuwenhoek 

everywhere on our skin, in the air, soil, and on almost all objects present in our surroundings.  
 

  
 PIC :- Antony van Leeuwenhoek ("the Father of Microbiology") 

 
 Louis Pasteur   

 
 He was a French biologist, microbiologist and chemist renowned for his discoveries of the principles and 
pasteurization. His studies on fermentation led him to take interest in microbiology. He established that 
fermentation was caused by microbial agents. He further noted that different types of fermentations_ were 
associated with different kinds of microorganisms. 
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   PIC: Louis Pasteur 
 

1.3)   NOMENCLATURE  
 

 Microorganisms are denoted by their scientific names that are very evocative themselves. The first half of 
the name implies the genus, whose first letter is capitalized such as Streptococcus (which are spherical cells 
and occur in chains), Lactobacillus (which are rod-shaped cells and found in milk), and Pediococcus (which 
are spherical cells involved in fermentation of pickles).  

 The first letter of the second half of the name is not capitalized and adds further information.  Both the parts 
of the name are either underlined or italicized, for example the name of yeast that is involved in 
fermentation is written as Saccharomyces cerevisiae.  
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1.4) THE CELL  
 
The cell is the elementary part of our life. Our bodies have been made up of billions of cells, these we 
are multicellular. However, most of the microorganisms are one celled beings. Cells are mainly bundles of living 
matter enclosed by plasma membranes or cell walls. Inside the cell lies number of organelles that regulate life 
processes for the cell like ingestion of nutrients, energy production, release of waste materials, and replication. 
 

 Growth of the cell usually involves reproduction. Bacteria and related microorganisms reproduce via binary 
fission that means division of a cell into two.  
 The regulator centre for the bacterial cell lies inside its nuclear structure. The genetic material is present 

inside it, this genetic material is replicated and is relocated to daughter cells during the process of 
reproduction. Then, these daughter cells may divide all over again to yield four cells from one.   
 The time a new cell takes to form from a new generation of these daughter cells is termed as generation 

time. Under optimal growth situations, some microorganisms have a generation time of only 15 minutes.   
 Under antagonistic situations, some bacteria can defend the genetic material of the cell by spore 

production.  These are enormously sturdy capsules of their genetic materials. Nonetheless in the spore, there 
is no visible life processes, but under appropriate sporulation circumstances, a sustainable, duplicating cell 
will sprout from it.  

 
1.4.1) TYPES OF CELLS 
In general two types of cells exist in nature. They are: 
 Prokaryotic cells 
 Eukaryotic cells 

 
1)  Prokaryotic Cells 
 Typical prokaryotic cells (Greek: Pro-before and karyon- nucleus) include the bacteria. 
 Most studied prokaryotic cell is Escherichia coli (E. coli). 

  
Characteristics 

 It has a minimum of internal organization and smaller in size 
 It does not have any membrane bound organelles. 
 Its genetic material is not enclosed by a nuclear membrane 
 Its DNA is not complexed with histones. Histones are not found in prokaryotic cells 

 
2.  Eukaryotic Cells 
 

 The eukaryotic cells (Greek: Eu-true and karyon-nucleus) include the protists, fungi, plants and animals 
including humans. Cells are larger in size. 

 
Characteristics 
 

 It has considerable degree of internal structure with a large number of distinctive membrane enclosed having 
specific functions 

 Nucleus is the site for informational components collectively called chromatin 
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1.5) BACTERIA 
1.5.1) MORPHOLOGY OF BACTERIAL CELL 
1.5.1.1) SHAPES AND ARANGEMENTS:  
 

 Depending on their shape, bacteria are classified into several types: 
 1) Cocci (from kokkos, meaning berry): 

 
 These are oval or spherical cells. 
 

 These cocci may be arranged in: 

 pairs (diplococci),  
 chains (streptococci),  
 clusters (staphylococci) 
 and groups of four (tetrads) or eight (sarcina).  

 
 
 2) Bacilli (bacillus, meaning rod):  
 These are rod shaped cells. Some of these bacilli may be having peculiar arrangement or shape as follows: 

 Cocco bacilli- length of bacteria is approximately same as its width e.g. Brucella. 
 Streptobacilli- These bacilli are arranged in chains e.g. Streptobacillus. 
 Chinese letter or cuneiform pattern-arranged at angles to each other e.g. Corynebacterium. 
 Comma-shaped- curved appearance e.g. Vibrio. 
 Spirilla- rigid spiral forms e.g. Spirillum. 
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3) Spirochetes (from spiera meaning coil; chaite meaning hair): These are slender, flexous spiral forms e.g. 
Treponema 

 
4) Actinomycetes (from actis, meaning ray, mykes meaning fungus): These are branching filamentous bacteria 
resembling fungi.  
 
5. Mycoplasmas: These bacteria are cell wall deficient and hence do not possess a stable shape. They may occur as 
round or oval bodies and as interlacing filaments. They are very small in size (50-300 nm in diameter). They can 
reproduce in cell-free medium. 
 
1.5.1.2) BACTERIAL ANATOMY 
 
I) The outer layer or cell envelope of a bacterial cell consists of two components 

1. A rigid cell wall. 
2. Underlying cytoplasmic or plasma membrane.  

II) External structure 
III) Internal Structure 
 

 
 
I) CELL ENVELOPE: 

It includes: 
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1)  CELL WALL  

 The layers of cell envelope lying between the cytoplasmic membrane and the capsule are referred to 
collectively as cell wall. 

 
Significance of cell wall:  

  
  

  
termines reactivity to Gram stain, cells become gram negative if they lose cell wall  

 Penicillins, Cephalosporins)  
hin the slime layer 

and construct a biofilm. E.g. formation of dental plaque mediated by the bacterium Streptococcus mutans.  
  

  
Substances acting against cell wall:  

 Lysozyme, an enzyme found in tears and saliva breaks down a component of cell walls  

 Antibiotics that inhibits cell wall synthesis such as Penicillins and cephalosporins  

 Autolytic enzymes produced by some bacteria such as Streptococcus pneumoniae  
 
I) GRAM-NEGATIVE CELL WALL  
The Gram negative cell wall is a complex structure with the following components  

a) Lipoprotein layer: It connects the peptidoglycan to outer membrane. 
b) Outer membrane: This contains certain proteins named as outer membrane proteins (OMP). These are 

target sites for phages, antibiotics and bacteriocins. 
c) Lipopolysaccharide (LPS): This layer consists of lipid A, to which is attached a polysaccharide. LPS 

constitutes the of gram-negative bacteria. The polysaccharide determines a major surface antigen, the O 
antigen. The toxicity (pyrogenicity, lethal effect, tissue necrosis) of bacteria is associated with lipid A.  

d) The periplasmic space: It is the space in between the inner and outer membranes. It contains various 
binding proteins for specific substrates.  

e) Peptidoglycan. 
 
(II) GRAM-POSITIVE CELL WALL  
 
(a) Peptidoglycan: This layer in Gram positive bacteria is thicker (16-80 nm) than that in Gram negative bacteria 
(2 nm)  
(b) Teichoic acid: Gram positive cell wall contains significant amount of teichoic acid which is absent in Gram 
negative bacteria. The teichoic acids constitute major surface antigens of Gram positive bacteria. They are water 
soluble polymers, containing ribitol or glycerol polymers. Teichoic acids are of two types, cell wall and 
membrane. The cell wall teichoic acid is covalently linked to peptidoglycan; and the membrane teichoic acid to 
cytoplasmic membrane.  
 
(c) Other components: Certain Gram positive cells also contain antigens such as protein 
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GATE TIP: 
SOME IMPORTANT BACTERIA 
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2) CELL MEMBRANE:  
  

 All prokaryote and eukaryote cells have plasma membranes. 
 The plasma membrane (also known as the cell membrane) is the outermost cell surface, which separates 

the cell from the external environment. 
 The plasma membrane is composed primarily of proteins and lipids, especially phospholipids. The lipids 

occur in two layers (a bilayer). 
 Proteins embedded in the bilayer appear to float within the lipid, so the membrane is constantly in flux. 

The membrane is therefore referred to as a fluid mosaic structure. Within the fluid mosaic structure, 
tions. 

 The membranes of bacteria (except Mycoplasma) do not contain sterols.  Hydrophobic tails are oriented 
to the interior of the membrane. Specialized structures called mesosomes or chondroids are formed from 
the convoluted invaginations of cytoplasmic membrane. There are two types of mesosomes, septal 
mesosome and lateral mesosome.  
 

Functions of cell membrane:  
 

 the 
hydrophobic nature of the membrane  

  
  

 chain are 
located in the cell membrane  

  
  

 \ 
 
Substances acting on cell membrane:  

 Detergents that contain lipophilic and hydrophilic groups disrupt cytoplasmic membranes  

 Antibiotics such as Polymyxin B and Gramicidin selectively damages membrane  

 Ionophores (E.g. Valinomycin) are compounds that permit rapid diffusion of cations through the 
 membrane. 

 Chemical agents such as alcohols and quaternary ammonium compounds  
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Fluid mosaic model. Orange circles  Hydrophilic heads; Lines below  Hydrophobic tails. 
II) EXTERNAL STUCTURES  

 
1) GLYCOCALYX/CAPSULE/SLIME:  
 

 A gelatinous polysaccharide or polypeptide outer covering of certain bacteria is called glycocalyx. These 
are the structures that surround the outside of the cell envelope. The glycocalyx is referred to as a capsule 
if it is firmly attached to the cell wall, or as a slime layer if loosely attached. The chemical nature of bacterial 
capsules is diverse but majority of them are polysaccharides.  

  
Significance:  

Capsules of pathogenic bacteria inhibit ingestion and killing by phagocytes. It can also prevent 
complement-mediated bacterial cell lysis. Capsules protect the cells from lysozyme. Strains lacking capsule are a 
virulent.  

l surfaces and structures such as medical implants and catheters. This is a first step 
in colonization and sometimes leads to disease.  

  
 Bacteroides fragilis induces abscess formation.  

  
 

2) FLAGELLA:  

 Some bacteria are motile and some are not. 
 Almost all motile bacteria possess flagella as the organ of locomotion.  
 Such bacteria tend to move towards or away from the source of stimulus. These stimuli can be 

chemicals (chemotaxis), light (phototaxis), air (aerotaxis) or magnetism (magnetotaxis).  
 Structure:  

 Procaryotic flagella are much thinner than eukaryotic flagella and they lack the typical 9 + 2 arrangement 
of microtubules. Over 40 genes are involved in its assembly and function.  

 They are approximately 3-  end in a square tip. Since flagella are very thin (20-30 nm in 
diameter), they are below the resolution limits of a normal light microscope and cannot be seen. 

 The bacterial flagellum is a non-contractile, composed of single kind of protein subunit called flagellin. It 
is anchored to the bacterial cytoplasmic membrane and cell well by means of disk like structures.  

 A flagellum comprises of three parts, filament, hook and basal body.  
 The flagellum is attached to the cell body by hook and basal body.  
 While the hook and basal body are embedded in the cell envelope, the filament is free. If a flagellum is cut 

off it will regenerate until reaches a maximum length. This is so because the growth is not from base, but 
from tip. The basal body bears a set of rings, one pair in gram positive bacteria and two pairs in gram 
negative bacteria. While the rings named S and M are common to both, the rings names P and L are 
found only in gram negative bacteria. Rings in the basal body rotate relative to each other causing the 
flagella to turn like a propeller. The energy to drive the basal body is obtained from the proton motive force.  

 Bacteria move at average  Vibrio cholerae  

 Other mechanisms of bacterial locomotion include gliding and motion by axial filament contraction. 
Gliding is movement of bacteria along solid surfaces by an unknown mechanism. Spirochetes have 
internally-located axial filaments or endo flagella. Axial filaments wrap around the spirochete towards the 
middle from both ends. They are located above the peptidoglycan cell wall but below the outer 
membrane.  

 
Significance of flagella:  

 Primarily function is motility (chemotaxis, aerotaxis, phototaxis etc). Positive taxis is movement toward a 
favorable environment whereas negative taxis is movement away from a repellent.  

 
type of growth on solid media.  

 Flagellar antigens are used to distinguish different species and strains of bacteria (serovars).  
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FLAGELLA ARRANGEMENTS ARE:  

 
A. Monotrichous  Single flagellum 
B. Lophotrichous  A tuft of flagella found at one of the cell poles 
C. Amphitrichous  Single flagellum found at each of two opposite poles 
D. Peritrichous  Multiple flagella found at several locations about the cell 
 

 
    
Flagella arrangements 
 
3) FIMBRIAE AND PILI  
 

 Fimbriae are short, hair-like structures made up of protein pilin and are present in many gram 
negative bacteria. Even though pili arise from plasma membrane they are not considered part of the plasma 
membrane. They are anchored in the membrane and protrude through the cell wall to the outside of the cell. 
Fimbriae are shorter and straighter than flagella a  
ranges from 3 10 nanometers in diameter and can be up to several micrometers long. Since they are 
made up of protein, they are antigenic. Bacteria from different genera may possess 
common fimbrial antigens. Fimbriae are usually seen in young cultures and lost on subcultures on solid 
media. While some authors use the two terms (fimbriae and pili) interchangeably, some restrict the term 
pili to denote sex pili. Sex pili acts to join bacterial cells for transfer of DNA from one cell to another by a 
process called conjugation.  

 
SIGNIFICANCE:  

 They act as adhesins and allow bacteria to colonize cells.  

 Fimbriae can also detect chemical signals and are important in bacterial cell communication and biofilm 
formation.   

 Fimbriae of Streptococcus pyogenes are coated with M protein, which acts as an important virulence factor 
by adhering to host cells and resisting phagocytosis.  

 Fimbriated bacteria form surface pellicle of liquid media.  
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 Some fimbriae can agglutinate RBC of guinea pigs, horses, pigs and fowls. This haemagglutination may or 
may not be inhibited by mannose.  

 
III) INTRACELLUR STRUCTURES 
1) CYTOPLASM:  

 The cytoplasm or protoplasm is the portion of the cell that lies within the cytoplasmic membrane. It is gel-
like in consistency and includes the procaryotic chromosome and ribosomes.  

 Constituents of cytoplasm include proteins (including enzymes), vitamins, ions, nucleic acids and their 
precursors, amino acids and their precursors, carbohydrates and their derivatives, fatty acids and their 
derivatives. 

 The cytoplasm does not exhibit any internal mobility (cytoplasmic streaming). The cytoplasm also lacks 
organelles such as mitochondria, golgi apparatus or endoplasmic reticulum. Cytoplasm stains uniformly in 
young cultures.   

 
2) CHROMOSOME 
 

 The chromosome in bacteria is typically a single, closed circle DNA that is concentrated in a nucleoid 
region.  

 It is not membrane bound. 
 Some bacteria possess smaller extra chromosomal pieces of DNA called plasmids.  
 Plasmids replicate independently of the chromosome and carry genes that are not essential for cell survival 

but may give some advantage to an organism.   
 The length of E.coli chromosome is approximately 1.4 mm but is condensed inside the cell by supercoiling. 

DNA is mainly negatively charged hence bind readily to basic dyes. It can be demonstrated by Feulgen 
stain or by electron microscopy.  

 
3) RIBOSOMES 

 Bacterial cells can contain thousands of ribosomes, which are the sites of protein synthesis.  
 The distinct granular appearance of procaryotic cytoplasm is due to the presence and distribution of 

ribosomes.  
 Bacterial ribosomes are termed 70 S (Svedberg units) .  

 
4) INCLUSION BODIES:  
Intra cytoplasmic inclusions can be vacuoles, crystals or storage bodies.  
Bacteria often store reserve material in the form of insoluble cytoplasmic granules. 
 Inclusions accumulate when a cell is grown in the presence of excess nutrients and they are often observed under 
laboratory conditions. Various examples of these bodies are:  
  

 Starch/Glycogen granules - blue-greens and enteric bacteria  

 Poly-ß-hydroxybutyrate granules - Azotobacter and Rhizobium  

 Nitrogen-reserve granules - blue-greens  

 Sulphur inclusions  Thiotrix  

 Lipid inclusions  

 Volutin granules  Corynebacterium diphtheriae  
  
The inclusion bodies can be appreciated using phase contrast microscope or using special stains such as 

 stain (volutin granules) or Sudan black (lipid inclusion).  
 

5) MESOSOMES: 

 Respiratory sites of bacteria 
 Predominant in gram positive bacteria 
 Mesosomes are attached to bacterial chromosomes and are involved in DNA segregation during cell 

division 
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1.5.2) ACTINOMYCETES  
Actinomycetes are a fungi-like bacteria forming long filaments that stretch through the soil. They have sometimes 
been classed as fungi because they both look like, and decompose similar material as fungi. They are 

  Aerobic or faultative Anaerobes 
 Non- motile 
 Non proteolytic 
 Procaryotic nuclei 
 Gram positive 
 Filamentous 
 Exhibit true branching 

 
Enzymes such as amylase, lipase, and cellulases produced from Actinomycetes play an important role in food, 
fermentation, textile and paper industries, therefore, Actinomycetes play a significant role in the production of 
various antimicrobial agents and other industrially important substances such as enzymes e.g lipases and cellulolytic 
enzymes 

 
As a decomposer the Actinomycetes specialize in breaking down tough cellulose and lignin found in wood and paper 
and the chitin found in the exoskeletons of insects. The breakdown of these materials makes nutrients once again 
available to plants. The "earthy" smell of freshly turned soil is caused by Actinomycetes at work. 

 

 Most of the Actinomycetes are mycelioid. 

 They begin their development as unicellular organisms but grow into branched filaments or hyphae which 

grow profusely by producing further branches constituting the mycelium. 

 The delicate mycelia often grow in all directions from a central point and produce an appearance that has 

been compared with the rays of sun or of a star. 

 Therefore, the Actinomycetes are also called   

 Many Actinomycetes at first produce a very delicate, widely branched, mycelium that may embed itself 

into the soil, or, if grown in culture, into the solid medium. This kind of mycelium is therefore called 

the  or primary . 

 After a period of growth, hyphae of a different kind develop, which raise themselves up from the 

substratum mycelium and grow into the air. These ate called aerial hyphae, and the corresponding 

mycelium is the aerial or secondary mycelium.  
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    Fig:  life cycle of Actinomycetes 
GATE TIP: 
Some important genera of Actinomycetes: 

  
 Actinomyces pyogenes is the cause of summer mastitis in cattle and therefore contaminate their milk. 

 

PROBLEM:          (GATE 2012) 
Match the following between organelle or cellular components of a bacterium cell in Group I with the constituents 
and functionalities in Group II.         

Group I     Group II 
P) Cytoplasmic membrane  1) Protein synthesis 
Q) Flagellum   2) Peptidoglycan 
R) Cell wall   3) Phospholipid bilayer 
S) Ribosome   4) Motility of cell 
(A)  P-3, Q-2, R-4, S-1 (B) P-4, Q-2, R-1, S-3 (C) P-3, Q-4, R-2, S-1 (D) P-2, Q-3, R-4, S-1 
SOLUTION: C 
 
GATE TIP: 
Summary of characteristics of typical bacterial cell structures:  

 Structure  Function(s)  Predominant chemical composition  
  

Cell Wall 
Gram-positive bacteria  

Prevents osmotic lysis of cell protoplast 
and confers rigidity and shape on cells 

  

Peptidoglycan (murein) complexed with teichoic
cids  

Cell Wall 
Gram-negative bacteria 

Peptidoglycan prevents 
osmotic lysis and confers rigidity and 
shape; outer membrane is permeability 
barrier; associated LPS and proteins 
have various functions  

Peptidoglycan (murein) surrounded 
by phospholipid protein-lipopolysaccharide "outer 
membrane"  
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Plasma membrane  Permeability barrier; transport of 
solutes; energy generation; location of 
numerous enzyme systems  

Phospholipid and protein  
 
 
 
 
  

Capsules (includes 
"slime layers" and  
glycocalyx)  

Attachment to surfaces; protection 
against phagocytic engulfment, 
occasionally killing or digestion; 
reserve of nutrients or protection 
against desiccation  

Usually polysaccharide; occasionally polypeptide

Flagella  Swimming movement  Protein  
Pili  
Sex pilus  Stabilizes mating bacteria during DNA 

transfer by conjugation  
Protein  

Common pili 
 or fimbriae  

Attachment to surfaces; protection 
against phagotrophic engulfment  

Protein  

Ribosomes  Sites of translation (protein synthesis)RNA and protein  
Inclusions  Often reserves of nutrients; additional 

specialized functions  
Highly variable; carbohydrate, lipid, protein or 

inorganic  
Chromosome  Genetic material of cell   DNA  

Plasmid  Extra-chromosomal genetic material  DNA  

 

   The murein content of gram positive bacteria is 50  90 % and that of gram negative bacteria is 10  % 
 
1.6) BACTERIAL DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION  
1.6.1) CONVENTIONAL METHOD INCLUDES:  

   

 Bacteria can be divided into two groups on the basis of staining with the Gram stain; Gram positive bacteria 
remain stained by crystal violet on washing, Gram negative do not.  

 It is based on the chemical and physical properties of their cell walls. Primarily, it detects peptidoglycan, 
which is present in a thick layer in Gram positive bacteria. A Gram positive results in a purple/blue color 
while a Gram negative results in a pink/red color.  

 
Difference between Gram positive and Gram negative cell wall:  

GRAM POSITIVE  GRAM NEGATIVE 
  

Thick layer of peptidoglycan  Thin layer of peptidoglycan  
Teichoic acid  No teichoic acid  
No Lipopolysaccharide  Lipopolysaccharide  
No Periplasmic membrane  Periplasmic membrane  
No Outer membrane  Outer membrane  
High sensitivity to penicillin  Low sensitivity to penicillin  
Low sensitivity to streptomycin  High sensitivity to streptomycin  

  
GRAM STAINING MECHANISM  

 Gram-positive bacteria have a thick mesh-like cell wall made of peptidoglycan (50-90% of cell envelope), 
which are stained purple by crystal violet, whereas Gram-negative bacteria have a thinner layer (10% of 
cell envelope), which are stained pink by the counter-stain.  
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There are four basic steps of the Gram stain:  

 Applying a primary stain (crystal violet) to a heat-fixed smear of a bacterial culture. Heat fixing kills 
 some bacteria but is mostly used to affix the bacteria to the slide so that they don't rinse out during the 
 staining procedure.  

 The addition of a mordant, which binds to crystal violet and traps it in the cell (Gram's iodine)  

 Rapid decolorization with alcohol or acetone, and  

 Counterstaining with safranin. Carbol fuchsin is sometimes substituted for safranin since it will more 
 intensely stain anaerobic bacteria but it is much less commonly employed as a counterstain.  

 
Crystal violet (CV) dissociates in aqueous solutions into CV+ and chloride (Cl ) ions. These ions penetrate through 
the cell wall and cell membrane of both Gram-positive and Gram-negative cells. The CV+ ion interacts with 
negatively charged components of bacterial cells and stains the cells purple.  
 
Iodine (I  or  CV+ and forms large complexes of crystal violet and iodine (CV I) within the 
inner and outer layers of the cell. Iodine is often referred to as a mordant, but is a trapping agent that prevents the 
removal of the CV I complex and, therefore, color the cell.  
 
When a decolorizer such as alcohol or acetone is added, it interacts with the lipids of the cell membrane. A Gram-
negative cell will lose its outer lipopolysaccharide membrane, and the inner peptidoglycan layer is left exposed. 
The CV I complexes are washed from the Gram-negative cell along with the outer membrane. In contrast, a 
Gram-positive cell becomes dehydrated from an ethanol treatment. The large CV I complexes become trapped 
within the Gram-positive cell due to the multilayered nature of its peptidoglycan. The decolorization step is critical 
and must be timed correctly; the crystal violet stain will be removed from both Gram-positive and negative cells if 
the decolorizing agent is left on too long (a matter of seconds).  
 
After decolorization, the Gram-positive cell remains purple and the Gram-negative cell loses its purple color. 
Counterstain, which is usually positively charged safranin or basic fuchsin, is applied last to give decolorized 
Gram-negative bacteria a pink or red color.  
 

PROBLEM:           (GATE 2011) 

 

P. Washing with neutral organic solvent 

Q. Counter staining with a contract dye 

R. Staining with basic dye 

S. Fixing the colour with a suitable mordant 

Identify the CORRECT sequence. 

(A) Q  S R P (B) P  Q R S C) Q  P S R (D) R  S P Q 

SOLUTION: D 
 
1.6.2) RAPID METHODS INCLUDES: 

 Conventional methods take days to identify and characterize the isolates while rapid automated methods 
take only hours. Detection of specific enzymes, toxins, antigens or metabolic end products of the isolates 
make the identification simpler and rapid. 

  For example, gas liquid chromatography (GLC) is based on identification of specific fatty acids 
(metabolic end products) produced by the organisms. This technique is very useful in identifying obligate 
anaerobes.  

 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and nucleic acid probes carrying specific DNA or RNA base sequences 
are some molecular methods being widely used for identifying microbes. 
 

  


